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PJ PAC Meeting - Minutes Wednesday, Feb 9, 2022 

ATTENDEES: 

Cindy Stevenson, Monique Schelle, Robin Turnill, Melanie Miao, Joy Zhou, Cindy Lemarie, Steph LeComte, Mo. 

Aghorlikhani,  Victoria Zhang, Yue Mei Yang, Xiang Meng, Diana Liu, Sydney Smith, Sophie Mao, Laura Botero 

Ramirez, Virginia Calvo, Ada Lin, Kylie Chen, Lisa A, Gloria Lin,  Leila, Debbie Ahn, Betisa M, Sandy, Julia 

Kutlubay, AZ, Skyssfay, Inge Boubez, Michael Finch – Principal of Sentinel  

 Executive Committee - Here is our tentative agenda 

 

1. Welcome and call to order - Robin 

Good morning everyone. I think that we will get started and Joy is recording as our secretary for all of us 

today.  

I want to be acknowledging that we are gathered on the traditional, ancestral and unceded territory of the 

Coast Salish peoples– Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl ̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh) and xʷməθkʷəy ̓əm 

(Musqueam) Nations. I grateful for my opportunity to live, learn and share on these lands. 

 

2. Approval of Agenda – Robin  
 

Approval of Agenda: Steph LeComte made the motion for first approval and Melanie Miao second approval 

of the agenda. 

 

3. Approval of Minutes from January 12th, 2021 Meeting - Robin 

Approval of Minutes: Michelle Morgen made the motion for first approval and Virginia Calvo second approval 

of MOM dated Jan. 12, 2021. 

Business arising from the minutes: No new business. 

I am very excited today to be able to introduce Mme. Cindy Stevenson, our brand-new Vice Principal. 

 

4.  Principal’s Report – Mme Stevenson  
 
Introductions 

Lunar New Year 

•Thank you to our parents for making it such an incredible experience for our students! 
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Fete d’hiver 

•Exciting activities planned 

•Quebec Traditional Music – Feb 11th at 8:30am 

•  Crepe Day (thank you, PAC!) 

•Bonhomme 

•  Education/History Presentation (Div. 6) 

•  Centure Flechée Competition 

•  Qui suis-je? 

Scholastic Book Fair and Library Updates 

•Virtual, February 21-25th 

•Mew parent Library resources by PJ’s Teacher Librarian (Mme Gambin) 

•  Check PJ’s Website under “Programs and Services”, then “Library” 

Pink Shirt Day – February 23rd 

•No Flash Mob, but students may be participating in class (teacher choice) 

•Division 4: Presentation for the school on the history and meaning of Pink Shirt Day (for K-7) 

5. Fun Lunch – Virginia Calvo 

 

Actually, everything is going so well every week. I have less and less questions or problems which is super 

nice. People are really understanding process.  Ordering is still open right now until spring break and after. I 

will make some changes and I will let everybody know when it opens back up so we can order for after spring 

break. There will be some changes coming due to their supply chains. The pricing might change a little bit as 

well hopefully not too much. You can always order up to eight days in advance. They have to re submit their 

order that the most important thing or lose everything else. Any questions please direct me. Of course no 

lunch on Crepe Day Feb. 17.  

 

6. Financial Update – Melanie Miao/Monique Schelle  

 

Balance sheet first please. There is really much to say. Since we have our special guest today so I will make 

just a very brief and a quick report so for the balance sheet. We only have $3,500 more in our operating 

account compared with last month. It is a financial revenue not the profit. All the other numbers remain 

unchanged these months besides the profit of the year. You can see at the bottom of the sheet which is 

increased together with $3,500. So let’s move to the profit sheet please. The first one is still the fun lunch 

revenue we have $33,900, that is not the final income because we have many account payables. Movie night 
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profit already corrected to be $818.  At the bottom, the culture and community events, the number goes up 

to $1,078 that is because I put a Christmas movie a popcorn to $945 for this category.  In this way it makes 

sense to recognize both the movie night profit and our culture and community activities expense. So that’s 

all for today’s numbers. We don’t have too much in and out this month. 

 

7. Evergreen Fund Update – Monique Schelle 

 

We started the Evergreen-Fund with the purpose of replacing items as it became out dated and not 

compatible with upgrades anymore. At that time there was a 3-year-plan to replace needed items。 That plan 

expired about a year ago. We are now getting the point where we need to think about investing in some new 

tech. Mme. Dixon, before she left, had put together a proposal of what would be needed ideally over the next 

few years.  I post it to share with you. PJ will need $10,645 each year for the next three years to replace with 

the bits and pieces - 10 Ipads and ten Chrome books per year. We currently have 4,107$ left in our Fund so 

we could roll that into its needs for next year. Ideally they should be ordered around May so that day can 

arrive in fall. So looking towards next year we would ideally like to spend 6,538$ to put into the Evergreen 

Fund. That money is available for the purchase of all the items including funding for a thousand dollars as 

miscellaneous items updates. In our Feb meeting we gave a budget update. Due to some very programs being 

successful unfortunately we have to cancel some other programs like dance program. We were looking at 

building a bigger profit than expected this year, about 9,000$ and a profit of 6,600$ of that would be non-

gaming profits.  We are going to propose and take a vote after April meetings to use that 6,000$ towards the 

Evergreen Fund to put that in for year one. That will bring it up to total need to make a purchase. Everything 

stays in place for Sept. As we go into next year, we can a plan on how we would like to tackle the other 2 years 

next years also the Centennial. If  we want to make that an extra fund-raising priority that something we can 

maybe build into some of the plans for next year. But we have time to discuss that. But it does make sense if 

you got that extra money to kind of put it towards that. We will make up a motion and that will be presented 

at a time and we can vote on that in April.  

 

As the year has passed the possibilities just keep changing and it has been a really dynamic year.  We have 

needed to revisit our intitial budget more than you would a in a typical year. We are able to meet and look at 

the allocation of funds for a few things. So the Evergreen Fund we can also put a proposal forward on how to 

use the G7 Quebec trip amount, to be appropriate to cover a G7 celebration, but given that there is not any 

extra expensive trip happening. We can vote on these motions at April meeting.  Any questions about the 

motions or about the Evergreen Fund in particular. Happy to take those. We have no PAC meeting in Mar.  

8.   Stay Safe and Babysitting Course – Steph LeCompte 

 

We had a baby sitting and stay safe courses on Jan. 24. There is a good turn-out better than expected during 

Covid.  It was 20 people for the babysitting course and 9 for these stay safe course.  It was about 685$.  

 

9. Crepe Day – Sydney Smith 

Everyone is excited about the Crepe Day next week Thu. Feb. 17.  Mark calendars. Students need cutlery, 

napkin and a reusable bag. LUNCH STILL REQUIRED – no Fun Lunch this day. We got some volunteers already 
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which is great.  It needs one more for the cleanup action wondering Robin if we could add a couple more to 

the decoration side.  Only need to do tables and I’m hoping to hang some stuff between the basketball hoops, 

and some higher decorations. A few more hands we will need if we can. I think a few more hands at last we 

need to move some tables.  I mean to go into school and organize double check what their pick up any 

supplies that were missing.  I also need to confirm with Antonio and get the garbage station setup. We will 

just put everything together on 16th after school in preparation for the next day. The cleanup will be after 

school in the 17th. It should really be fun to have music playing. Music will be festive. Hope we could be there 

next year.   

Robin: Melanie and Joy thanks for volunteering. It looks like we had seven on Feb 16, maybe one or two extras 

such hands on that day and also on Feb. 17 at 3:00. If you think you could be there and help out please put 

your name in the chat and then we can reach you after the meeting.  Thanks to Betisa M who will be joining 

the Crepe Day volunteer. 

10. Lunar New Year – Melanie Miao 

The lunar new year was an unbelievable success that children are talking about it for days afterwards. They 

had such a fun time that it can be shared with us about that. We are so happy to have the lion dance in our 

PJ during the Year of the Tiger.  It looks at the everyone loved it. It is very exciting actually. Pictures are shared 

and Melanie explains -  Mme. Zielinski has done something to the eyes to make the lions wake up after that. 

The lion started the dance we feed the lions with the lettuce, because the Chinese word for lettuce sounds 

similar to the word for wealth so the lions eat the lettuce. The two lions tried their best to compete with each 

other. Each lion in the costume is always played by 2 persons, one is fore leg and head, the other is for the 

lion’s body and tail. It is really a hard job since the two lions need to cooperate with each other very carefully. 

Sometimes one is sitting on the shoulder of the other. The day was fantastically sunny. Cosplay parts: China 

has 56 ethnic groups with special costumes for our kids to try and take some photos. We borrowed more than 

100  sets of costume from West Bay Elementary and they are so generous to us. Kids really have fun and I can 

see from their smiles. It is a pity that kids under G3 cannot participate due to limitations on the volunteer 

numbers. In the Gym we have three games – Little bean bag throwing, shuttle cock kicking and frisbee 

throwing with some gifts offered. I hope that kids have fun。 

Joy: Thank you so much Melanie.  I’m still excited together with the kids.  I actually was doing frisbee throwing 

for getting the gifts. Kids who did not get a gift and really cried. We prepared some candies for each and 

everyone gets a small and nice candy so they were really happy. G7 students were also very excited about 

game. They are the last class who played and just circled the area. When it was done, each would grab a gift 

and they were so happy about it. It’s a big fun. As I said last time in a last meeting if we can give a little more 

fund for this event so that everybody gets something it will be more interesting. Thank you so much Melanie. 

Melanie spent so much time and efforts and thank PAC for the support.  

Many thanks to the parents who donated the funds for the Lunar Year and many volunteers who spent hours 

of time in making all these happen.  
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11. Norouz Celebration – Monique Schelle  

PJ will be celebrating Norouz on Tuesday Mar. 8 just before the Spring Break.  Huge thanks to our partners 

Farzaneh B and Maryam M who are going to spearhead this. We just met earlier in the week to get some ideas 

going. There are so many more possibilities this year than we had last year. There can be a much bigger in 

person celebration as well. They are organizing some activities and experiences for the students that day that 

are centered around a Norouz tradition as well as around music.  If anyone is interested in in helping out and 

getting involved and wants to learn more maybe just leave your name in the chat with your email and I can 

pass those on to Farzaneh. More to come on that and excited about the celebrations.  

12. Card Project  - Monique Schelle   

The Card Project is a tradition that we have been doing for the last several years in PJ. Students do some art 

with their art teachers and then we make them into cards through a company called a Card Project. Their 

parents can purchase cards or even bags, as they had last year. Carry bags are really cool or stationary note 

books, agenda. It is a fundraiser for the school, but you can get products with your child artwork on it. There 

will be complimentary card for everyone. We are launching that again the spring seems which works really 

well last year. When we get back from the break you should be hearing more about it. Cards should be coming 

home the end of Mar. So stay tuned and will be sending emails.  

13 Traffic Safety Update – Monique Schelle 

Monique: Rowena and Vicky are could not be here today, but they are spearheading our traffic this year which 

has been an ongoing conversation.  They are working on strategies to improve the traffic and dangerous 

driving that we’ve been seeing at some of pickup and drop off times.  Currently they focused on changing 

some of the signage that is around that dropping and go areas to make sure the most appropriate signage 

that actually get people moving. If parents are not following the signage, penalty can better be enforced. 

There is a dropping area along 22nd street and they will make some signage also. The idea is for these drop 

off areas that kids can hop out and walk themselves into school with little help from parents. It is advised to 

park a little bit farther away and walk your child into school if they are too young to get out and walk 

themselves into school. When people misusing the drop off areas and stall traffic it frustrates other drivers 

and leads to more bad decision making in the parking and driving at these times.  

14.  Engagement Survey – Robin Turnill 

Because Rowena Veylan who created the engagement survey is not with us today as mentioned, Robin has 

update. We have had wonderful response rate so far.  I heard was there was a hundred one parents that had 

participated in completing the survey. We still have 9 more days to go and the survey will close on Feb 18. 

We really encourage anyone today that has and had a chance to complete the survey to please take a few 

minutes to do so.  We really welcome all of your feedback. And the survey has been sent to us through class 

parents and in the bulletin and we will continue to include the bulletin this week as well. Thank you very much 

everyone who volunteers for various events in the chat so we will be reaching out to you. 
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15. Centennial Committee – Monique Schelle   

Our main focus so far has been exploring just how to get some new printers and our centennial spirit wear 

for next year. A big thank to Mme. Zielinski and she has been doing some research on this.  She is a very busy 

lady so I appreciate her help with this. We are looking at some North Van printers and designers to help with 

the centennial logo. We like something new that we can use for next year. We will have some items for alumuni. 

We want to be ready to launch this for the fall. We had a really big sale with her first spirit wear and made our 

profit target.  I don’t think we be able to make the minimums needed for a spring sale. This year on the 

traditional spirit wear and we had a lot of issues with that printer we were using. We switch printing over to a 

different company that got a little bit more and more user friendly and can have a much quicker turnaround, 

and hope less product issues.  Perhaps will look at opening a sale for some of the surplus items we do have 

for a spring sale. We are starting a social media presence and talking in the future chat about that. More to 

report on all of that in April. I really think that the centennial as we go into next year is going to be an awesome 

opportunity for just as the school to focus on one thing and build that community around it. I think it’s an 

awesome opportunity to PJ out of the last couple years and bring in a lot of parents have involved with some 

of our traditions. 

16. Special Guest Speaker – Principal Michael Finch from Sentinel Secondary  

Thank you all for the opportunity coming down and speaking about our schools in person. We are so thrilled 

to know that students from PJ are coming to Sentinel next year. Along with that usually there is a warm 

welcome, sort of training and initiating process. Some of that is obviously been changed with Covid 

circumstances. At the same time, I know our counselors have already visited school sites and dropped off 

registration packages downloaded by our school. PJ is considered one of our feeder schools with its French 

version, a direct link into our French immersion programs. I hear all of the students in G7 are assumed to be 

coming here unless parents choose otherwise. Within your actual classes, G7 students complete the 

registration form there sent to your office. We actually go down and pick them up. We were counting on all 

of our PJ G7 students to come up here and so thrilled about that.  But by all means if parents or children are 

decided that one day they want to go to different school and that is the conversation they should be having 

with other schools.  

Traditionally we have hosted a number of other activities and events. But as I said many of those have had to 

change. One of these we are still optimistic and we want to try to do is our annual G7 visit which usually takes 

place later in May. Kids from PJ as well as some other French immersion school students coming from come 

up here and look around the campus and get to meet some of our senior kids who ready get some mentorship 

and ideas about what they can expect. And it usually just brings phenomenal energy into buildings like our 

kids every year here are so excited to see him and often there are siblings. It’s a very positive experience. So, 

we are optimistic in crossing our fingers that can happen later in May.  But again, everything is sort of in a 

state of uncertainty at the moment. When your kids are coming to the secondary here it is a different 

experience from what they had in elementary. Kids are in different classes so they take eight courses in a year 
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at different class rooms.  We have kids this year from over twenty elementary schools.  So many kids are from 

not just across West Vancouver or North Shore, but kids coming from Vancouver, Burnaby and Richmond, 

which I think is a really neat opportunity.   

We are currently running a semester system which is a transition from two years ago where we were in a linear 

system. That means kids would take 8 courses from September to June. Last year we move to a quarter system 

or had 2 courses at a time for ten weeks. This year we removed into a semester system and students take four 

courses from September to the end of January and we just had transition into our second semester so they 

have completed 4 courses already and they are into their next 4 courses from February through to the end of 

June. We are uncertain what were actually going to be next year at the moment I think given our current 

situation, I would anticipate that we would perhaps again be next semester system. I would imagine later in 

the Spring probably by May. Generally speaking, in West Vancouver, we coordinate with the other three high 

schools and do everything in concert.  But certainly, with all over kids coming up here we encourage them to 

get involved and that has again taken a different shape.   

This year we’ve been so fortunate to get back to a number of things that kids love to do.  The kids have been 

so resilient and our staff have been so committed to trying to get the kids as many opportunities as possible. 

This year we have actually been able to pull off almost every athletic team extra curriculum we have 

traditionally hosted. We have continued on with our drama, extra curriculum and productions, our concerts 

and bands. Our band teachers hosted multiple concerts and are finding different ways to showcase the kid’s 

talents and give them the experience. Again, our school is totally committed to trying to find those things as 

long as they are within the health and health authority boundaries and protocols.  

For next year those will continue to open and provide us with perhaps greater opportunities. In terms of what 

we encourage our kids to bring to school when the days are coming, from my point of view,  it’s an open-

mind, it’s a willingness to engage its enthusiasm to not just meet new people, but to try new experiences as I 

said already,  to get involved in many different things that high school offers. Physically they need to bring a 

device with them because we are a pretty connected schools in terms of their learning. If kids are unable to 

bring their own device, we have ways to make sure they are supported. I can say I’ve been at 5 different 

secondary schools. I had my own 3 children go through secondary school and in North Shore. They spent a 

fair amount of time here all over their years being volunteer to help me out do different things. They met a 

number of students at university that the kids to me from Sentinel are pretty special people.  It is a unique 

place. It really is here that kids are motivated, families are motivated,  and our teachers are supporting. So to 

me it is one of those collections of things together that makes it really unique in vibrant place for kids to go 

to school.  There are a lot of support for them and lots of opportunities.  

We will continue to practice all of the health and safety protocols that are necessary. It is my experience here 

in the last two years we gone through the covid that the kids get it and try adhering to all those things that 

are going on.  We have not had a significant outbreak and things like that. To me that’s a testament to our 

students and their families and also to our staff to make sure that everybody and keep safe. Any questions 

for me are welcome.  
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Q&A: 

Melanie: Could you tell us something about the tutoring club? Would you please tell us more? 

Mr. Finch: We have a big variety of tutoring clubs so in the past we had a real need connection between PJ 

and Cedardale.  A number of our students during the French immersion program have provided some support 

to kids at G8 here at school.  I have a feeling that has dropped off the last two years ago we see with the 

restrictions due to Covid. But here at school we absolutely have a variety tutoring clubs. We got the French 

culture club that provides for French assistance, we’ve got a math tutoring club, science club that provides 

some support for science. At the secondary level right now we have ‘ X Block’. The schedule is Monday 

Wednesday Friday all through the entire year, Kids have four classes on those days of classes. On Tuesday and 

Thursday, the kids actually only see two of their classes. After lunch break, kids are expected and encouraged 

to stay here at school to take part in X block which is get to go to where ever they want to go within the 

school. Perhaps do some group work or perhaps get some individual help with their science or math or 

perhaps they want to go and work out with a teacher in weight lifting room or whatever, so that they got 

great latitude and in those times. There are groups that will get together during the X blocks as well so there 

are a number of things that kids can get involved in. Typically the clubs are student driven. A lot of our teachers 

will also talk to kids in their senior math classes or a senior French classes. You can join the club and come 

once a week to work with my kids. Then I guess the last part of this is that it really is up to G8 themselves to 

take advantage of those opportunities and so that goes back to my earlier statement of seeing getting 

engaged, be involved in your learning.   

Monique: Could you speak a little bit about what the French immersion retention is like as you go through 

into these years.   

Mr. Finch: This is my third school to work in that French immersion and I have three children university age 

that all went to French immersion. However, kids did not necessarily all complete French immersion.  Slightly 

higher retention rate from G8 to G12. Every school has a similar sort of pattern if you will, in terms of what’s 

happening.  So, it’s not uncommon for kids to come integrated really quickly to that immersion experience. It 

looks like you take 4 courses, your core French: French, math and social studies, Science in G8. You take those 

4 courses in G9. In G10 your math becomes in English so you only taking science French. And social studies 

in French in G11. You take French language and you take social studies. In G12 you just take a language course. 

What I have seen typically in all these schools I’ve been is that in G8 kids come in and part of the way through 

years, there is a percentage of the students think it’s too much. I can’t give you a number year to year but I 

can just tell you that it’s not uncommon from 100 at G8 to 60-70 at G12. I know my oldest daughter and my 

son and usually would say no no dad I don’t think I want to do French Immersion, and then I would say well 

what’s your rational. When they say well it’s too much work and I said unfortunately you’re going to have to 

come up with a better excuse that because I’m not against hard work and the intention is to try and encourage 

you to work hard.  Having said that I don’t think my second daughter will be on uncomfortable with me 

sharing her experience but she struggled with some of learning. There is no question that the French 

immersion was becoming sort of an impact on her other courses. In great conversations with her and her 
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teachers and encouragement was maybe just look at the English. When we moved out of the French 

immersion into the English. What she doesn’t have is the dual dogwood diploma in English and French. And 

I want to say cautiously because I believe it’s such an enriching opportunity and gaining other languages is 

never a bad thing. But that certificate actually it isn’t necessarily a ticket to all that we might think it would be. 

For post-secondary experiences when my oldest daughter graduated, for the two programs we could find in 

Canada require dual certificates. Other than that, it doesn’t matter. So I said cautiously because I’m not trying 

to say French immersion is bad.  That’s not at all.  I’m just saying I think it’s apparent my wife and my experience 

was having worked with so many kids in French immersion and my family that have some language skills. I 

remember thinking this is great we at the same time recognized that decision about our kids experience. My 

son knowing that, he would not bother going back to dad mom anymore to say hey can I try something 

different? It is more difficult to learn your subjects in a different language, I think we have to honor and 

recognize that.  

Melanie: Do you have some information about students who go to university?  

Mr. Finch: I don’t have direct numbers of separating the French immersion from the English. I can just tell you 

that Sentinel graduation rates are close to 99%. Our kids going on a post-secondary is around 98%. The vast 

majority of our kids there going on to post-secondary and that could be everything from 2-year diploma 

programs to 4-year degree programs. I would say that the significant majority are for 4 degree programs and 

all over all over Canada and all over the States. I think we had kids going to about 40 different universities last 

year’s graduating class. So again my experience of different high schools, we have been on a high end of the 

curve both for graduation rates and for post secondary. It tends to be sort of above average. 

Victoria: I have some questions. Since the children go to the French immersion. I do not know how they can 

catch up with English as they go to G9,10,11? In university maybe they use English as their language to do the 

university study. How they can catch up English and do our parents should let them take some English courses 

outside de school? 

Mr. Finch: I think there probably are some kids that take some English classes outside school and I know that 

there are students to get support with their English through a tutor outside of school. In terms of the 

educational journey and I might be a great family conversation about this all time with my three kids. I really 

don’t look at it is what you accomplished and the grade4, 6, 8, whatever it is your educational journey is your 

educational journey. I take my own three children and sorry to bother with my own personal experiences. I 

have two daughters that are a calendar year apart but there are 18 months age difference. They are so different 

in so many ways and at the same time there are starting to embrace the fact that there learning opportunities 

have come in different ways. My oldest daughter did a French immersion and I will say for sure by even in 

G11 some of thesis as she was writing I proof read some of them. When I read, my god your English is terrible, 

your grammar the brutal, and all these things. Her English was not as strong as she didn’t have as much time 

to focus on itwhen she was studying in French.  Didn’t hinder her opportunities to get into university, did not 

hinder her opportunities to explore other things. When I look at her today, she has the gift- an additional 

language but she is also a fantastic writer and very good at what she does.  My second daughter as I say who 
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really struggled in and was challenged in some of things that he did academic leader even at school. When 

she came out of the French immersion she really as she started to work. But she had to work five times harder 

I think of ten times harder than elder sister did. At the same time her language acquisition was probably a 

little faster than the other one, just because she was focusing on English when she got university. It’s good 

she had a tough time. I would get to 2:00 am phone call because the essay due to next morning. But when it 

comes to it now again the program she is studying now that the writing as she presents is phenomenal. She 

allows me to read some of it. So much pressure it put on our kids get into graduation, and wanted to go to 

post-secondary, get into a good university in all that. I can just tell you from my experience here after 13-14 

years in West Vancouver, they are going to get there, get to those places in their own time and they going to 

get there. Those who acquire all of those skills and are studying and French immersion that might come from 

another part of the world that already have a different language. If you think multi-language now three 

languages again great gift for them, but a new complexity to try and incorporated into their educational 

experience. So to me the focus should really beyond a life-long learning pace should really be on not hitting 

a benchmark every year, but always trying to improve ourselves and become a better student better learner 

and keep that level of curiosity and interest going.  

I will just say that the joy the parents to experience is adolescent years at high school and I encourage you 

the best thing to do is remember what your own experience because it has ups and it has downs and 

sometimes the ups are really high and sometimes lows can be pretty low. But the parents to me the most 

important part we do as we just try to navigate as calmly as we can, which there can be awfully tough times 

and I will say that young ladies experience is very different from the young men’s experience. Always inviting 

the conversation always encouraging to share what’s going on and on or the fact sometimes when they don’t 

want to share or tell you what’s going on. Don’t try too much they will tell you when ready. 

Question from a Parent: Assuming one hundred students are in French immersion are they completely 

separated from those English students? 

Mr. Finch:  There is definitely a fair amount of mixture but at the same time the French immersion time table 

works at the secondary level is not uncommon for kids to be in similar classes. I have French immersion kids 

coming from PJ, French immersion kids coming from Cedardale and then various other French immersion 

schools across the North Shore. If we take an average of 25 kids in a class 25-30 kids and we had 100 kids 

there would be we need to have 4 classes. In other words, for French language classes for science classes for 

social studies,  for math classes all in French. So, it’s not uncommon when we create those service streams 

those lines and our time table that a bunch a group of kids could be in a similar sequence of 4 classes all the 

way along. It does not mean there all going to be but it’s not uncommon for a portion of them to be the other 

4 courses. The kids will take English course, English language, and will take two selected classes. We called 

applied skill and is of course to get a variety of things like computer studies and working in textiles sometimes 

food drama choir all those are things that fine arts stream. There is an applied skills stream that day rotate 

through those courses. 25% of the kids that are you know in similar classes most of the way along just because 

the way the French immersion is doing. But the French immersion do follow a similar path. 
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Robin:  Thank you very much. You have given us so much to think about. This is obviously very exciting for 

the G7 families that are going to be working on this new journey and for many of us to whose future children 

are plan to go to Sentinel. So, thank you very much for sharing your insights today I can speak for myself to 

say I found it very informative and very helpful.  

Mr. Finch: I know I just a really appreciate that time and as I said connections with elementary are so important 

to us here so always appreciate that time and I have to just also say lovely to see that picture of Cindy. this is 

my first chance to get to meet Cindy. Virtually so welcome to PJ. Every year we get phenomenal kids up here 

and as they say we really appreciate the relationship. So thank you so much Robin for including me today.  

17 New Business and Questions and Comments –  

Mo: I have a question about the Centennial -  when you going to open conversation about hundred years 

celebration in PJ and volunteers and always interested to be part of it?  

Robin: Absolutely and that’s a really wonderful to hear that you are interested in that and so we are in the 

process we had only one meeting and initial centennial planning community meetings. We will certainly let 

Mme. Zielinski know that you would like to join our community to talk about it. We don’t have next meeting 

set yet but we will do is make sure that you get added to the E mail distribution list and so when we have our 

next meeting scheduled, we will extend that in for the invitation to anyone who would like to join us. Thank 

you so much Mo. We certainly extend the invitation to anyone else who may wish to join.  

18.  Adjournment – Robin Turnill  

Since there is no new business, Monique made the motion first and Cindy made the motion second to 

adjourn today’s meeting.  

Noted down by Joy Zhou, PJ PAC secretary.  

 

 


